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Abstract:
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500) serves as a proxy for the U.S. equity market
and is among the most widely cited financial instruments in the world. Its risk and return can be
accepted as the market’s, leading it to be the benchmark for performance in many investment
settings. Modern portfolio theory helps to quantify performance by explaining the relationship
between risk and return. Every portfolio has its own return and risk level, with the optimal
allocations falling on the “Efficient Frontier”, that is the line on a graph that connects the
portfolios that have the maximum return for their level of risk. The question can then be asked, is
the S&P 500 considered efficient? Or does the S&P 500 have the most efficient allocation of its
own assets? This study seeks to establish how the S&P 500 is comprised, break it down, and
reallocate its sectors until it falls on the “Efficient Frontier” line.
Thirty-four unique portfolios were created across the study that either maximized return
at market risk or minimized risk at market return. These portfolios are comprised only of the
assets found in the S&P 500 and follow many of the same constraints as those placed on the
index. Approximately 45,000 data points were used in analysis and the results of which were
shown in twenty-two tables, seven charts, and three figures. The first portion of this study will
elaborate on modern portfolio theory and how it will be used, outline the goal of the research,
and break down the S&P 500. The second portion will provide a full research methodology that
goes through each step that was taken throughout the research process. The next section will
present the quantitative results found using this methodology. The last portion of this study will
consist of the analysis of these results and conclusions based on their findings.
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Modern Portfolio Theory:
According to McClure, when Harry Markowitz published his groundbreaking paper in
1952 titled “Portfolio Selection,” it revolutionized the world of finance (2021). In Markowitz’s
paper, he detailed the importance of diversification and outlined what become known as “modern
portfolio theory” (McClure, 2021). According to Markowitz, each asset has its own risk/return
and by quantifying risk, an investor can design a portfolio that maximizes returns at a given risk
level. Here he introduces the two main variables that will be used in this study: risk and return.
Understanding the relationship between the two is fundamental to a successful investment
strategy. Markowitz suggests that risk can be minimized by choosing assets that do not perfectly
positively correlate to each other, so when one underperforms, the other will not necessarily
behave the same.
Consider a scenario in which a portfolio is created for all possible combinations of all
assets. Each portfolio would have a return, dependent on the performance of the assets it holds,
and a level of risk found from how much the price of its assets varied. The return and standard
deviation of each one of these portfolios is then calculated and included on a graph that has
portfolio return on the y-axis and risk (as measured by standard deviation) on the x-axis. The
“efficient frontier” is the line connecting the portfolios with the maximum return for their level
of risk, otherwise known as the most “efficient” portfolios. Each portfolio’s risk level is a
weighted sum of each asset’s individual risk adjusted for the correlation between the assets in the
portfolio. Any portfolio with a suboptimal return for its risk level will fall below the efficient
frontier line, as will any portfolio with more than minimal risk for its return level. A portfolio
cannot exceed the efficient frontier, it may only reside on it providing it has the minimal risk for
its return or the maximum return for its risk level.
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Figure 1: The Efficient Frontier
Modern portfolio theory inspired the research question of this project: is the S&P 500 the
most efficient allocation of its own assets? It is important to note that the index was never
designed to be efficient, but rather to serve as a proxy for the market. No critique of the index is
intended, but an examination of the efficiency of the S&P 500, using risk and return, is very
relevant to investors. The research question was developed solely to see what would result from
breaking down the index into its sectors and reallocating until they fell on the efficient frontier.
The Inefficient Portfolio in Exhibit 1 represents the S&P5 00, with Efficient Portfolio 1
maximizing return at the index risk level and Efficient Portfolio 2 minimizing risk while
matching the index’s return.
Risk and Return:
Modern portfolio theory and the efficient frontier rely on two variables to detail the
efficiency of any portfolio. According to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
(n.d.a), “In finance, risk refers to the degree of uncertainty and/or potential financial loss inherent
in an investment decision.” Every investment has its own risk level and an asset’s weight in the
portfolio must be accounted for and its risk level adjusted accordingly. For this study, standard
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deviation (that is the dispersion of an asset’s returns relative to its mean), will stand as the
measure of risk. Each sector’s standard deviation and return was found and used to calculate the
standard deviation of the portfolio.
Return is the tradeoff for risk, a reward for accepting the potential loss on an asset. The
higher the risk, the greater the expected return, otherwise an investor would choose as asset with
the same return and less risk. This study will use return in two different ways: as the variable to
maximize at market risk and as a constraint for finding the lowest variance at market return. To
calculate returns the return-on-investment formula, ROI =

!"##$%& ()*"$+!,-&
!,-&

, was used.

The Goal of the Project:
The purpose of this study was to establish how the S&P 500 is comprised, analyze its
returns, and create portfolios that emphasize the two principal variables in the modern portfolio
theory. The index does not seek to maximize returns or minimize risk with its allocations, instead
the allocation weights are determined by the market capitalization of its constituents and not by
any adjustments made by the index’s management, which is fitting for a financial instrument
designed to track the overall equity market. The two portfolios created for this study are instead
an attempt to derive efficient portfolios that beat the market performance by adjusting the
weights given to the sectors that make up of the index.
There are eleven sectors in the S&P 500, each with an index of its own that tracks their
performance. This provides eleven avenues for investment in the efficient portfolios. Returns
from the index and its individual sectors were gathered and used as the data points for the
program determining the sector weights. These portfolios were named Efficient Portfolio One
(EP1) and Efficient Portfolio Two (EP2). EP1 is designed to match the market “risk” level while
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maximizing monthly returns. This would be a useful allocation for investors seeking to maximize
returns and grow their portfolios without exceeding market risk. EP2 seeks to minimize the risk
level of the portfolio while setting returns equal to the market return. Investors seeking to
maintain a portfolio’s principal value and live off the growth or simply seek less risk will find a
stable portfolio that matches market return preferable to a more aggressive investment strategy.
EP2 would have specific utility for retirees, an investment group understood to prefer more
controlled returns in exchange for less risk.
Once EP1 and EP2 were created for each investment period, the results were analyzed,
and conclusions drawn based on their findings. Although knowing the optimal allocations for
past time periods does not directly help the current investor, useful insights can be extracted that
would help investors shape their future portfolios.

Definition of a Market Proxy:
With a nominal GDP of $20.94 trillion in 2020, the United States is home to the world’s
largest economy (The World Bank, n.d.). Accordingly, the two largest stock exchanges, the
NYSE and NASDAQ, both reside in the United States economy, with a market cap of $26.64
trillion and $23.46 trillion respectively (Wikipedia, 2021). The sheer depth of the U.S. stock
market makes individually tracking all these stocks both tedious and nearly impossible, creating
a lack of ability to measure the performance of the overall market. The Oxford Languages
Dictionary states that a proxy is: “a figure that can be used to represent the value of something in
calculation” (Oxford Languages, n.d., as cited by Google, n.d.). Indexes are financial instruments
that provide a value for the market, which can be tracked and compared, thus serving as a proxy
for the market.
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S&P 500’s Role as a Proxy:
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, better known as the S&P 500, is an index that tracks
five hundred of the United States’ largest companies. The five hundred companies included have
a collective market cap of approximately $39 trillion, representing 83.3% of the total U.S. equity
market (Standard & Poor’s Dow Jon’s Indices, [S&P DJI], 2021a). It is favored over other
indexes by investors for two reasons: its constituents make up an overwhelming majority of the
total equity market and it is market-cap weighted instead of price weighted (Kenton, 2021).
According to S&P Global, the parent company, it is the “only stock market benchmark serving
as an economic indicator in The Conference Board Leading Economic Index” (S&P DJI, 2021b).
The S&P 500 was chosen for this project as it both widely recognized and can be dissected for
research purposes.

History of Indexes and the S&P 500:
According to the SEC, “A market index tracks the performance of a specific "basket" of
stocks considered to represent a particular market or sector of the U.S. stock market or the
economy” (n.d., para. 1). The first widely recognized index was started by Charles Dow, a
famous financial writer from the late 19th century that also cofounded The Wall Street Journal. In
1884, Dow began reporting the average daily price of the twelve leading stocks on the market,
and then used these numbers to draw conclusions for his writing (Fox, 2009). This calculation
was later modified into the Dow Jones Industrial Index (DJIA) that is widely cited today.
The primary drawback to using a price-averaged index is that they are not always
accurate representations of the severity of the changes occurring to their constituents. Companies
vary widely in their quantity of shares outstanding, adding another variable that if held constant
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would make price-averaging more adequate. If one constituent had a stock price of $100 and four
million shares (a market capitalization of $400 million) and another had a stock price of $200 but
only one million shares (a market capitalization of $200 million), the second stock would have
twice the impact on the average although its total value was only half of the first.
Recognizing this fallback, Standard & Poor’s, a financial services company, designed an
index that utilized a constituent’s market capitalization to weight their impact on the index’s
value. In 1923, they introduced a series of these market-cap weighted indices that covered a wide
range of industries and originally only included 233 companies. The S&P 500 itself was
introduced in 1957 and is owned by S&P Dow Jones Indices, a subsidiary of S&P Global (S&P
DJI, 2021c).
Indexes are important tools for investors and analysts to measure financial markets. For
almost a century they stayed just that, an important reference but not an investable instrument.
This changed in 1976 when John Bogle introduced the First Investment Trust Fund, tailored to
track the S&P 500, making it the first index fund available to retail investors (Bogle, 2006). This
fund would later become the Vanguard 500 Index Fund, a prominent ETF. For this study, all the
returns will be generated from exchange traded funds (ETFs) owned and operated by SP Global,
the owner of the S&P 500 index. These ETFs will be given later in the research methodology
section.

Criteria of the Index:
The U.S. Index Committee, comprised of full-time professional analysts, maintains the
S&P 500 and meets monthly to discuss topics such as: significant market events, candidates for
addition, constituents that may need to be removed, pending corporate actions of constituents,
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and index policy changes (S&P DJI, 2021d). The criteria for a company to be added to the index
is split into four categories: market cap, profitability, liquidity, and being an “American”
company. Currently, the market capitalization (# of shares outstanding x share price) must
exceed $11.8 billion. While there are some companies in the index with a market capitalization
below this amount, it primarily applies to new additions and not current constituents. To meet
profitability requirements, its most recent quarter, and the sum of its four trailing quarters must
be positive (S&P DJI, 2021e). The liquidity requirement mandates that the proposed company
have a float (shares not closely held) of greater than 50%, be majority owned by the public, have
annual trading volume exceeding 100% of its float, and a minimum of 250,000 shares traded
prior to the evaluation date. Lastly, it must be an “American” company, which entails filing 10-K
annual reports with the SEC, being listed on the NYSE or NASDAQ, and having a plurality of
assets in the U.S. (S&P DJI, 2021f).

Sectors and their Weights:
After a company has been added to the S&P500, it is filtered into one of the eleven
sectors that comprise the index: Communications, Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples,
Energy, Financials, Health, Industrials, Information Technology, Materials, Real Estate, and
Utilities. Each sector’s “weight” for the composite index is calculated by taking the total market
capitalization of the constituents in the sector divided by the total market capitalization of the
index. This can be summed up by the following equation:

∑!(0-∗2-)
∑"(04∗24)

with 𝑃- and 𝑃4 representing

price of shares for the sector and index respectively and 𝑄- and 𝑄4 representing quantity of shares
for the sector and index. For example: if the current market capitalization of the S&P 500 was
$40 trillion and the market capitalization of the Financials sector was $4 trillion, the Financials
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sector would have a 10% weight in the index. The allocation of these weights will be a central
focus of the data analysis section of the research paper.

Calculating Price and Index Adjustments:
According to S&P DJI in their report, Index Methodology, “The formula to calculate the
value of the S&P500 is: “Index Level =

∑" 0" ∗5"
6474-,#

(2021a, pp. 7). The numerator is the sum of the

constituents’ price per share multiplied by their quantity of shares. An adjustment must be made
to this calculation to accurately portray the “investable” value of the companies in the index. The
S&P 500 is float-adjusted market-cap-weighted and S&P DJI provides the following statement in
their report, S&P Float Adjustment Methodology, “the value of index reflects the value available
to investors in the public markets” (2021, pp. 1). Each constituent’s value has three variables:
stock price, shares outstanding, and the investable weight factor (IWF). The IWF removes shares
not available to public trade, providing more volatility in accordance with market behavior. The
investable weight factor is calculated by subtracting the percent of a company’s closely held
shares from 1, which is also known as the “float”. Each constituent is weighted individually by
its market capitalization, making each company’s influence on the index proportional to its
market value.
The denominator of the equation consists of the index divisor. This divisor has been the
key to the index’s consistency as according to S&P DJI in their report, Index Mathematics
Methodology, “any change to the stocks in the index that alters the total market value of the
index while holding stock prices constant will require a divisor adjustment” (2021, pp. 7). The
two most common causes for a divisor change are the addition and or removal of a company
from the index. For both scenarios, the net effect of the change is calculated by taking the value
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(share price x # of shares x IWF) of the company and subtracting that from the sum of the index
for a removal of a company or adding its value for a new constituent. The divisor is then adjusted
to set the new sum equal to the old sum of the index. For example: if the index closes at $3,000
and a new company is added in after-hours, the index should still open at $3,000 barring change
in the stock price of its constituents. All divisor changes are made after close and are an integral
part of protecting the index value from changes not related to stock price.

Research Methodology:
Although the value of the S&P 500 is referred to by investors and financial literature,
shares of the index itself cannot be purchased. Instead shares of the SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust,
commonly referred to as “SPY” are bought and sold as the ETF matches the allocations of the
index. As previously stated, the S&P 500 has eleven sectors, each with their own index fund that
is managed by the parent company, SP Global. Each sector’s index is also accompanied by its
own ETF. For the research project, the ETFs chosen as the proxies for the sectors and the index
fund itself will be those managed by the parent company. These are listed in the table below:

Table 1: Sectors and their ETFs
After pairing sectors with their ETF’s, returns were gathered for each ETF from the
beginning of every month from January 1st, 2000, till December 1st, 2020. This provided 252
monthly returns for each sector and the index across a twenty-one-year span. With the twelve
ETFs chosen, the total data sample included 3,024 data points. Monthly returns were chosen as
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they provided a larger data sample than annual returns while excluding some of the volatility
from daily returns.
The data was then split into five year rolling investment periods, totaling seventeen
different segments, each with 60 returns per ETF and 720 data points to be analyzed. The
investment segments are provided in Table 2:
Period 1:
(2000-2004)
Period 7:
(2006-2010)
Period 13:
(2012-2016)

Period 2:
(2001-2005)
Period 8:
(2007-2011)
Period 14:
(2013-2017)

Period 3:
(2002-2006)
Period 9:
(2008-2012)
Period 15:
(2014-2018)

Period 4:
(2003-2007)
Period 10:
(2009-2013)
Period 16:
(2015-2019)

Period 5:
(2004-2008)
Period 11:
(2010-2014)
Period 17:
(2016-2020)

Period 6:
(2005-2009)
Period 12:
(2011-2015)

Table 2: Investment periods
Following the determination of investment periods and collection of historical returns,
each month’s return was calculated using the following formula:

(0# + 0% )
0%

. 𝑃8 represents the price

of a given month, while 𝑃9 represents the previous month’s price. For example: the price of SPY
on 01/01/2019 (𝑃9 ) was $269.93 and its price on 02/01/2019 (𝑃8 ) was $278.68. Providing a
return of:

(:;<.><+:>?.?@)
:>?.?@

= 3.242% for the month of January 2019. The average return and the

standard deviation of these returns was then found for the given five-year period. Standard
deviation in this study is a measure of a return’s variation from the mean return. Higher
standard deviation correlates to a greater risk level.

Table 3: Example Numbers from Investment Period 17
With SPY standing as the market proxy, its mean monthly return and standard deviation
will be interpreted as the market return and market risk. The Mean MR in Table 3 is the mean
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monthly return and STDV its standard deviation of those returns. For Period 17, the market’s
average monthly return was 0.874% with an approximate standard deviation of .0345. These
variables will then be used as the constraints for solving for the two efficient portfolios in that
period.
The efficient portfolios were created with the same number of investment opportunities
as there were sectors in the S&P 500 at the time. The number of sectors has fluctuated through
the years as index management has sought to adjust to the evolving market. The real estate and
communications services sectors were both added later in the time frame of the study, leading to
the time periods having a range from nine to eleven investment opportunities. To begin the
calculations, some weights needed to be assigned to each investment opportunity of the portfolio.
Although the weights here are only to provide a baseline and do not factor into the final
allocation, an equally weighted portfolio was used for simplicity. This was created by assigning
each sector’s ETF an allocation weight of (1 / # of Sectors). An example of this is shown in
Table 4 below:

Table 4: Equally Weighted Portfolio
Excel’s solver function would then use each sector’s monthly “return” and “risk” for the
to find the optimal allocation based on the constraints it was given. The first constraint needed
was for the sum of the allocation weights to equal to 1, ensuring the portfolio could not be “overallocated”. Although taking a “short” position, that is selling an equity you don’t own and
purchasing it back later, might be common practice in finance, for the sake of this study no
negative allocations were allowed. This research project sought to maximize portfolios based on
taking a “long” position, a style like the investment strategy of the S&P 500. There was a
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minimum allocation required of each sector that matched the smallest sector allocation used by
the S&P 500 during that period. This ensured a variety of investments while also simulating
some constraints placed on the index. The minimum allocation required for each period is listed
below in Table 5:
Period 1:
2.2%
Period 7:
3%
Period 13:
3.2%

Period 2:
2.3%
Period 8:
3%
Period 14:
3.1%

Period 3:
2.6%
Period 9:
3.4%
Period 15:
2.3%

Period 4:
2.8%
Period 10:
2.9%
Period 16:
2.3%

Period 5:
2.8%
Period 11:
3.2%
Period 17:
2.4%

Period 6:
2.9%
Period 12:
3.1%

Table 5: Minimum Allocations for Periods 1-17
The final constraint on the solver function was to match the variables provided from the
analysis of the market data. The returns and risk levels of the efficient portfolios were matched to
those of the S&P 500 (represented by SPY), depending on the goal of the efficient portfolio.

Figure 2: Constraints for EP 1 Period 4
This figure shows the process of solving for EP1. The objective cell is Efficient Portfolio
1’s formula for average monthly return, with the goal of maximizing this number using the
variable cells assigned to the sector weights of the investment. Constraint 1 ($AT$891: $BC$752
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> = $BE$752) sets the minimum allocation required for the sector weights. Constraint 2
($BC$407 = 1) sets the equation that sums the allocation weights equal to 1, ensuring that the
portfolio cannot be over-allocated. Constraint 3 ($BE405 = $AS$405) sets the standard deviation
of EP1 equal to the market’s risk level. The program will now search for the highest possible
return available while matching market risk, having a minimum allocation that matches the
index, and ensuring full allocation. Table 6 shows the sector weights for Period 4 after they have
been changed to maximize the average monthly return.

Table 6: Sector Weights for Period 4’s EP1

Table 7: Period 4 EP1’s Performance
Efficient Portfolio 1 had a mean monthly return of 1.505% at market risk compared to the
market’s mean return of 0.933%. The mean return can be changed to the period return with the
following formula: 𝑃𝑅 = 𝑟̅ ∗ 𝑛. 𝑃𝑅 is the period return, 𝑟̅ is the mean monthly return, and 𝑛 is
the number of periods in the investment segment. As shown in Table 7, EP1’s overall return for
Period 4 would have then been 90.30% or (. 01506 ∗ 60) and the market’s return would have
been 55.96% or (.00933 ∗ 60). EP1’s performance can be measured by subtracting the market’s
return from its return, showing that it outperformed the market by 34.45% in the five-year
period.
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Figure 3: Constraints for EP 2 Period 4
Where EP1 is designed to maximize return, EP2 seeks to match market return while
minimizing risk. The objective cell is Efficient Portfolio 2’s formula for standard deviation while
the variable cells are the weights for the sector allocations in the portfolio. The first constraint
($AT$408 : $BB$408 = 1) guarantees that the portfolio uses 100% of its allocation limit. The
second constraint ($AT$408 : $BB$408 > = $BD$407) sets the minimum allocation to the
index’s minimum for the investment period. The third constraint ($BF$404 = $AS$404) has the
solver function make EP2’s return equal to the market return. Table 8 shows the sector weights
for Period 4 after they have been changed to maximize the average monthly return.

Table 8: Sector Weights for Period 4 EP2

Table 9: Period 4 EP2 Performance
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EP2 had a mean standard deviation of .01919 and the market had a mean standard
deviation of .02477. Unlike returns, mean standard deviation cannot be extrapolated without
making an adjusting calculation. To do this the following formula must be used: 𝑃𝑆𝐷 = 𝜎5 ∗ √𝑛.
PSD is the period standard deviation, 𝜎5 is the mean monthly standard deviation, and √𝑛 is the
square root of the number of periods in the investment segment. Using this calculation, the
performance of the index and EP2 can be measured and then compared. An investor using the
allocation weights provided in Table 8 would have had a portfolio risk of 14.87% or (. 01919 ∗
√60) as compared to the market risk of 19.19% or (. 02477 ∗ √60). EP2’s Performance was
found by subtracting EP2’s overall risk from the market’s overall risk. As show in Table 9, EP2
would have had 4.32% less risk in Period 4.

Results Overview:
Using the research methodology provided, two portfolios were created for the seventeen
investment periods, each designed to optimize one of the two criteria used for the project: return
or risk. This provided thirty-four unique portfolios, two for each investment period. Markets vary
greatly in their behavior over time, causing a large variation in performance. Macroeconomic
trends seek to find patterns that extend past this volatility. Although there may not seem to be
immediate utility for investors from knowing these allocations, as it is all based on retrospective
data, the usefulness of this project comes from finding trends and drawing conclusions that can
then help craft future investment strategies.
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Efficient Portfolio 1:
The first half of these portfolios were modeled to maximize returns at market risk,
otherwise defined under the constraints for Efficient Portfolio 1. There are seventeen periods,
each consisting of a five-year time frame, and therefore seventeen optimal return portfolios. Each
optimal portfolio has an allocation weight prescribed to all the sectors of the S&P500. The
allocation weights for these are given in Table 10.

Table 10: Allocation Weights for Efficient Portfolio 1

Table 11: Comparative Returns for EP1
The optimal portfolio for each period used the sector weights given in Table 10. Table 11
provides the performance of these portfolios when compared to the market’s performance during
that period. At market risk, these allocations create the optimal return for the given period,
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placing it on the efficient frontier. All period returns and relative performances were found using
the calculation provided earlier in the research methodology sections. These tables are the sum of
the quantitative portion of the study for Efficient Portfolio 1. Had an investor used these sector
weights in their own portfolio, they could have outperformed the S&P 500 in every period while
maintaining market risk. As shown in Table 11, the market had an average return of 32.751%
whereas EP1 had an average return of 58.058%. This mean EP1 had an average outperformance
of 25.307 percentage points, quite a large difference. Comparative returns vary widely, with the
two outliers being Period 13’s comparative return of 7.635 percentage points and Period 5’s
comparative return of 46.037 percentage points. Once again it necessary to note that these
comparative returns are not a critique of the S&P 500, as the index serves only as a proxy for the
overall market.
To further extrapolate from the data, a real value was assigned to the returns calculated in
the study. An investment of $10,000 was made into both the index and the optimal portfolio for
each period, the results of which are summarized in Table 12.

Table 12: Investment Example
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Return percentages do not provide a full picture of the outcome from the study. By
assigning dollar values to the data set, it is easier to see the difference that the optimal allocations
have on an investment strategy. The “$ Difference” column subtracts the value of the investment
A08 ()*"$

in the index from the return of investing in EP1. The formula: Difference = (B%C$D ()*"$ - 1), was
used to calculate the difference between the two investment levels. This value shows the product
of the study, or how much the mock portfolio would have outperformed the market. By using the
return formula:

(0# + 0% )
0%

, the percent return for each period can be found. As an example, period

4’s $10,000 (𝑃9 ) investment grew to $19,030.34 (𝑃8 ) after five years. The return for period 4 is
then

(8?.9@9.@E+89,999)
89,999

= 90.303%, matching the return given in Table 11 and lending validity to

the calculation as the referenced numbers match. Period 1 had the largest difference, showing a
45.06% difference between the market portfolio and the efficient one. Although Table 12 only
shows a $10,000 investment’s result in that five-year period, the real implication would be much
greater than this. As long-term investments compound on each other, this change would have
large implications in the future of the portfolio, as each successive period would build off its
periods’ performances.
A stock’s price fluctuates based on its demand, if the purchase volume is greater than the
volume of selling, the stock’s price will go up and vice versa. Due to changes in demand, stock
prices fluctuate, creating varying returns and volatility across time periods. As the sectors’
indexes are comprised of stocks, each sector’s own return and risk level will vary accordingly.
The amount allocated to each sector changes based on the sector’s performance and the goals of
the portfolio. Chart 1 shows the allocation weights for EP1 across all time periods in the study.
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Chart 1: EP1 Sector Weights per Period
Since EP1 maximized returns, the allocation weights in this graphic demonstrate when
sectors were performing at their highest. For example, the energy sector (XLE) was heavily
allocated in the first half of the time periods, but sharply dropped off by Period 9, to be replaced
by XLY. This suggests that energy stocks had high relative performance in the beginning of
study but were outperformed afterwards. The information technology sector (XLK) and utilities
sector (XLU) both had the minimum allocation awarded to them until around period 13 but have
had the largest allocations in the last five time periods of the study. This suggests than an
investor intent on portfolio growth should have focused on energy stocks in the beginning of the
time frame of the study but transferred to information technologies and utilities stocks later.
Recognizing these trends is important as when a sector’s performance changes, so too should its
allocation in an investor’s portfolio. The trends of sectors with high allocations will be analyzed
more in the Sector Analysis portion of this study.
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Efficient Portfolio 2:
The second set of efficient portfolios minimized risk while also matching the market
return. Once again, there were seventeen EP2s, the same as the number of investment periods.
The sector weights for each period are provided below in Table 13.

Table 13: Allocation Weights for Efficient Portfolio 2
The effect that risk has on a portfolio may not be as easily recognizable as its return.
Using return as an objective measure of performance, two portfolios can be compared with
relative ease. All EP2s were subject to the constraint of matching the market return, making a
comparison of returns useless and introducing the need for a different metric. Instead, the return
per unit of risk was used and calculated by the following formula: R/R =

G$&"#%
G4-H

. After adjusting

the mean monthly return and mean standard deviation to the period return and period standard
deviation, EP2’s and the index’s R/R could be calculated and then compared. For example, in
period 3 the index had a return of 26.720% and a standard deviation of 36.267%. By dividing the
.:>;:9

return by the risk, .:;>?:, there is a period return per unit of risk for the index of 0.965, matching
the value given in Table 14 below. The last column of Table 14 shows EP2’s performance,
which was measured by subtracting the market’s R/R from the optimal portfolio’s R/R. EP2
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outperformed the market in every period, peaking in Period 4 with an R/R 0.848 greater than the
index. EP2 also averaged an R/R .308 greater than the market, meaning that an investor could
have earned 30.8% more return per additional unit of risk taken.

Table 14: Risk/Return Ratio
Additionally, Efficient Portfolio 2 could have minimized more risk and still held market
return had it not been subject to the additional constraint of a minimum allocation per sector that
matched the S&P 500 for that period. Although this constraint forced EP2 to track the index
more closely, it also introduced more volatility. A stock’s risk is measured by the how much its
price changes during a given period. By finding its standard deviation from the mean, this risk
can be quantified. A sector’s risk will be the collective risk of the assets it holds adjusted for
their weights in the portfolio. As EP2 was created to minimize risk at a given return, it will
optimize sectors that hold stocks with lower volatility. Chart 2 provides the sector allocations
across all time periods of the study.
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Chart 2: EP2 Sector Weights Per Period
High allocation weights indicate sectors chosen for their low levels of risk. The sector
weights in EP2 tend to have smaller changes and stay heavily allocated over longer periods of
time. This suggests that sectors with low risk tend to stay at a lower risk level, whereas returns
can fluctuate greatly over time periods. For example, the consumer staples sector (XLP)
dominated the allocation in the beginning of the study and stayed at a high allocation until period
7. The health sector (XLV) and utilities sector (XLU) both averaged a high allocation across the
entire study, meaning that these sectors stayed comparatively risk efficient. Knowing this,
investors could shift towards these sectors in unsure markets or periods of economic downturn
due to their consistency.

Comparing the Efficient Portfolios:
Due to the nature of what each efficient portfolio is seeking to do, the weights that they
assigned per sector often varied. EP1 sought to maximize return, therefore after assigning its
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minimum allocations, it would then put as much weight as possible to the highest performing
sectors for the period. The program could not simply assign all the weight to the highest
performing sector for two reasons: there was a minimum allocation constraint and it needed to
match the market risk. Only holding one asset is inherently riskier than owning multiple assets
that behave differently. Modern portfolio theory recognizes the tradeoff between risk and return,
something shown in EP1 as although overall return was then lower, these constraints provided a
better alternative due its risk level. EP2 instead sought to minimize how much its assets varied
from the mean average return. Once again, the program could have found a mixture of assets
with less standard deviation if not for its two constraints: the minimum allocation and matching
market return. The program was then forced to give all sectors the minimum allocation and then
search for sectors with smaller deviations than the market portfolio. The sectors heavily weighted
for EP2 did not perform as well as those chosen for EP1, but instead were “safer” choices that
when paired with each other, also match the market return. Table 15 shows the difference in
sector weights between the two efficient portfolios.

Table 15: The Difference in Sector Weights between EP1 and EP2
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To calculate these values, the sector weights assigned in EP2 were subtracted from the
weights given in EP1. Conditional formatting was applied to the chart to highlight these
differences. Green cells show a value greater than zero for each period, red cells are a value less
than zero, and yellow cells represent no difference between the two efficient portfolios. There
was no difference in sector weights when the program assigned only the minimum allocation to
the sector for both efficient portfolios. There are three eventualities for every sector: they could
have been overweighted in EP1 across all periods, underweighted across all periods, or a mixture
of the two. The sum row shows how much more/less EP1 weighted a sector across all periods,
showing the tendency of the sector to be return or risk efficient. Since EP1 focused on high
returns, green cells are then considered more “return efficient” and red cells are more “risk
efficient”. The absolute difference row was found by taking the sum of the absolute value of
each sector’s difference. This shows the total difference of sector weights between the two
efficient portfolios, only varying from the sum difference if a sector was overweighted in EP1 in
some periods and underweighted in others. For example, EP1 allocated -219.30 percentage
points less than EP2 in XLP across all time periods, but the full difference between the two
efficient portfolios’ allocations was 360.92 percentage points.

Sector Analysis:
Sectors were chosen for analysis if they had an absolute difference greater than 1 and a
sum difference that varied by more than .5. Sectors with a high absolute difference will then be
focused on in the analysis, as a low absolute difference means the sector was neither “risk
efficient” nor “return efficient” and its weight never varied significantly from the minimum
allocation constraint. The sum difference will be used to tell which way the sector “leaned”,
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either favored in EP1 for its return efficiency or EP2 for its risk efficiency. Table 16 provides the
values for all the sectors chosen.

Table 16: Sum Difference and Absolute Difference for Sectors
Using this criteria, five sectors were left for analysis: XLE, XLY, XLP, XLV, and XLU.
Cells highlighted in green show how much more a sector was weighted in EP1 compared to EP2,
showing a trend towards return efficiency. Cells highlighted in red show how much more a
sector was weighted in EP2 compared to EP1, showing a trend of risk efficiency. These sectors
can now be split into two different categories: those considered “return efficient” and those
considered “risk efficient”.
The first category, those considered “return efficient”, is comprised of sectors that are
both heavily allocated in EP1 and had greater weights than EP2 in all time periods. This category
contains two sectors: the energy sector (XLE) and consumer discretionary sector (XLY). XLE
had the greatest difference, being allocated 270.92 percentage points more in EP1 across all time
periods. Table 17 shows XLE’s return compared to the index and Chart 3 provides the
allocations for XLE in EP1 and EP2 across all time periods.
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Table 17: XLE Performance and Chart 3: EP1 and EP2 XLE Allocations
Pairing these two together, conclusions on the energy sector can be drawn. Between
periods 1-9, XLE’s returns outperformed the index by a good margin. Referencing Table 17, a
downward trend in the sector’s performance is shown, even underperforming the index in
periods 10-17. Shown in Chart 3, XLE had a high allocation weight in EP1 until period 10,
where it drops off to the minimum allocation. According to this study’s findings, energy stocks
were among the most favored by investors during the first half of the time frame used. Further
research as to why these stocks stopped performing well would need to be done to explain XLE’s
drop in performance, but it can still be inferred that an investor focused on growth would have
done well to emphasize energy stocks in their portfolios in the first half of the study.
The consumer discretionary sector (XLY) had the next highest allocation in EP1, being
favored by 194.42 percentage points more in EP1 than EP2. Table 18 shows XLY’s return
compared to the index and Chart 4 provides the sector’s allocations EP1 and EP2 across all time
periods.
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Table 18: XLY Performance and Chart 4: EP1 and EP2 Allocations
Although the consumer discretionary sector (XLY) was still allocated more in all periods
over EP2, the timing and severity varies from XLE. XLY was given the minimum allocation
until period 8, where it stayed heavily allocated until period 14. As EP1 sought to maximize
returns, the sectors with the greatest relative performance received the highest allocations. The
spike shown in Chart 4 directly corresponds with the periods that it outperformed the other
sectors by the most. By looking at this data, it can be inferred that the consumer discretionary
sector became the most “return efficient” division of the S&P 500 following XLE’s decline. This
means that consumer discretionary stocks became favored by investors during the middle periods
of the study and would have been a good choice for growth minded investors during that time.
The second category was comprised of sectors considered “risk efficient”. Three sectors
stand out: consumer staples (XLP), health care (XLV), and utilities (XLU). It is interesting to
note that these sectors had differing sum and absolute differences. The two “return efficient”
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sectors, XLE and XLY, were never favored more in EP2 than EP1, whereas all three sectors
considered “risk efficient” were all allocated more in EP1 than EP2 in at least three periods. It
appears that no “return efficient” sector was ever considered by the program to be “risk
efficient”, but “risk efficient” sectors were all considered “return efficient” during certain
periods, even sometimes being given more than the minimum allocation by both efficient
portfolios at the same time.
The consumer staples sector (XLP) was considered the most “risk efficient”, having been
allocated 219.30 percentage points more in EP2 than EP1. Table 19 shows its performance when
compared to the index and Chart 5 its allocation weights in both portfolios.

Table 19: XLP Performance and Chart 5: EP1 and EP2 XLP Allocations
Once again, it is interesting to note that “risk efficient” sectors stayed at high allocations
in the efficient portfolios longer than “return efficient” sectors. Sectors with high returns tended
to have large spikes in allocations, then sharply decline whereas sectors that were risk averse
averaged high allocations across most periods. As referenced in Table 19, XLP outperformed the
index across the entire study except for period 14. In periods of high performance, as determined
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by lower risk, the sector’s weight increased in the portfolio as shown in Chart 5. XLP had a high
allocation in EP2 for the first seven periods, dipped to the minimum allocation in period 8, then
rose again until period 11 where it sloughed off for the remainder of the study. This means that
stock prices in this sector were the most consistent for the first half of this study. Not only were
they less volatile but from periods 4-11 they were also considered “return efficient” by EP1.
Drawing from this, investors could have used these stocks to offset risk for first two-thirds of the
time frame of the study, while also growing their portfolio.
The utilities sector (XLU) was the second most favored in Efficient Portfolio 2, being
allocated 211.08 percentage points more in EP2 than EP1. Table 20 shows its performance and
Chart 6 its allocation for both portfolios across all time frames.

Table 20: XLU Performance and Chart 6: EP1 and EP2 XLU Allocations
The utilities sector (XLU) was not considered as “risk efficient” by the program as the
consumer staples sector (XLP), but it was favored only 5.63 percentage points less (360.92% 355.29%) in EP2 across all periods. It saw a rapid increase in weight starting in period 5 and
peaked in period 8, corresponding with XLP’s decrease. From periods 14-17 it was allocated
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greatly in both EP1 and EP2, leading it to be both “risk efficient” and “return efficient” during
that time frame. Its weight fell in period 10, then stayed above the minimum allocation until the
end of the study. For the last two-thirds of the study, stocks in this sector were among the most
stable of those included in the index. Investors seeking less risk could have incorporated these
into their portfolio while also beating market return for the last portion of the study.
The health sector (XLV) was favored the third most in EP2 when compared to EP1, being
allocated 86.63 percentage points more in Efficient Portfolio 2. Table 21 shows its performance
compared to the index and Chart 7 its allocation weights across all periods.

Table 21: XLV Performance and Chart 7: EP1 and EP2 XLV Allocations
The health sector’s allocation level in EP2 varied greatly, meaning that it may be less
stable than the other two “risk efficient” sectors. It was allocated more than the minimum amount
in eleven of the seventeen periods, showing that it stayed a “risk efficient” sector most of the
time frame. XLV fills the gap between XLP and XLU in EP2’s allocation weights. When XLU
dropped off, the health sector’s weight greatly increased. In periods of greater stability, the
sector’s weight increased and dipped in periods where health stocks prices were more volatile.
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Chart 7 shows spikes in allocation weights until period 12, where it slowly faded to the minimum
allocation in periods 15 and 16. In period 2-4 and 10-15, it was given more than the minimum
allocation in both optimal portfolios making it both “return efficient” and “risk efficient” for
those time frames. Health stocks may have been more stable than most sectors in the index, but it
was not the most consistently “risk efficient”. Knowing this, investors could incorporate a
mixture of all three sectors as a means of offsetting risk, as they tend to outperform each other in
differing time periods.

Conclusion:
The Unites States stock market is simply too large to track without the use of indexes
such as the S&P 500. This index has stood as a benchmark of performance for decades of
investors. Want to know the market return? Look at the S&P 500’s return. Want to know the
market’s level of risk? Look at the S&P 500’s level of risk. These are the metrics that many
investors and financial experts base their decisions against. A portfolio that beats market return is
considered good, as otherwise an investor could have just purchased shares of the index’s ETF,
essentially shares of the overall market, and gotten market return. This study sought to answer
one question: is the S&P 500 efficient? Otherwise stated as: does the S&P 500 have the most
efficient allocation of its own assets? The answer is no, as shown in this study there were more
efficient allocations of the same assets that comprise the index that had both better returns and
less risk in every period. This study is not a critique of the S&P 500 index, as the index was
created only to track the performance of the overall equity market. Instead, it sought to analyze
its composition, identify its constraints, and then reallocate sectors until the portfolio could be
placed on the efficient frontier.
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